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ABSTRACT
Due to the availability of various types of digital cameras and video technology giving rise to multimedia data for
communication purpose. Digital videos play an important role in court rooms, in news, defense and for security
purpose to ensure their authenticity and integrity is a important task and also a challenge. On the other hand due to
advancement of technology and availability of various editing software tools has made the digital video tampering
possible allowing it to modify, edit and alter easily, the digital forensics demands effective research in this field to
find different techniques to detect the video forgeries. The various techniques are proposed by the researchers for
video tampering detection. But passive techniques are based on detecting the forgeries without the need of pre
embedded information .This review paper focuses on various passive techniques which are used to detect forgeries
in videos.
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I. INTRODUCTION

tampering,temporal tampering and spatio-temporal
tampering.

In Today’s world the use of digital videos is increasing
rapidly and are considered as important means of
information exchange and due to availability of various
editing software tools which are easy to use ,in
expensive and portable.They enable the user to easily
alter, modify and edit any part of digital video.This
illegitimate behaviour raises a concern towards the
authenticity of the videos and demands the digital
forensics to carry out effective research in this
field.Digital forensics deals with identification of
various kinds of tamperings in videos.

1.Spatial Tampering attack: In this the modifications
are performed on the contents of the frame which alters
the visual information in videos.The various operations
performed during the spatial tampering attack are
morphing, cropping ,adding or removing the content
from the video ,replacement and so on.Spatial
tampering can be done at two levels pixel level and
block level both leads to the alteration of video
frames[1].

In this paper,we are giving firstly the classification of
video tampering attacks ,in the second section the
classification of the video forgery detection is
discussed and finally there is a survey on different
passive approaches for detecting video forgeries.
A. Classification of Video Tampering Attacks

2.Temporal Tampering attack: In this the modifications
are done on set or sequence of frames ,this tampering
effects the visual information’s timing sequence.In this
type of attack addition of frames, removal of frames,
shuffling of frames and reordering of frames is done
through temporal tampering.The temporal tampering
attack can be done at frame level,scene level and shot
level[1].

The videos are tampered in various ways, the video
tampering attack is classified into spatial

3.Spatio-Temporal
Tampering attack:It
is
a
combination of both spatial tampering and temporal
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tampering in this type of attack modifications are done
on both the visual information as well as frame
sequences in the same video,the combination of inter
frame tampering and intra frame tampering falls under
this category.This type of tampering is basically carried
out at scene level[1].
Figure 1 depicts the classification of video tampering
attack
Figure 2.Classification of Digital video forgeries detection.

II.LITERATURE SURVEY

Figure 1. Classification of video tampering attacks

B. Classification of Video Forgery Detection
Approaches
Video forgery detection is broadly classified into
two types
a.Active approach
b.Passive approach
Active approach makes use of the information
from videos as reference such as,digital watermark,
digital signature or hash value.The active approach
is further classified as full reference and reduced
reference based upon the reference information.In
full reference the actual video and the forged video
both are available to identify tamperings in digital
video.If the reference information exists as digital
signature or digital watermarking to find out
tamperings than such approach
falls under
reduced reference.
In passive approach the forgeries are detected
based on certain assumptions and algorithms in
which no preembedded or reference information
available the only available data is the contained
information of suspected video and from this the
tamperings should be identified[2],so it is
classified as No reference.
The Figure 2 depicts the classification and
categorization of digital video forgeries detection.
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The literature survey has been done to study in detail
and to analyse the passive video forgery detection
techniques,some of the important passive techniques
applied for detecting video
forgeries has been
discussed in this review paper.
In[3] the authors have introduced a passive approach
based video forgery detection technique its main aim is
to detect and to localize temporally the inpainting
forgeries in digital videos using optical flow
inconsistencies,the algorithm has two main steps,in the
first step the video is checked whether it is authentic or
inpainted,in the further step the temporal localization is
carried out, the working of the method is the optical
flow is calculated for each video sequence that leads to
the generation of optical flow matrices for every
sequence of frame later when the optical flow of the
specific region of source frame is compared with the
frames which are inpainted than that will not show any
motion in their corresponding source frame this will
prove that in the video the objects which are moving
have been removed using inpainting.Hence ,this
technique efficiently detect and temporally localize the
tamperings in videos caused by copy-paste inpainting
and also the experimental results shows that it has good
performance when compared to previous techniques.
In[4] the authors have introduced a video forgery
detection method based on compressive sensing which
is used to detect the deletion of moving object in videos
and changing the tampered area with the information
available around that object. In this the moving
foreground is separated from background and gives the
traces of forgeries left in forged video.The results
obtained from experiments gave efficiency and
robustness in terms of performance but the limitation of
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this method is that it takes long detection time for
finding out forgeries in videos.
In [5] the authors have presented a copy-move forgery
detection in videos based on cellular automata and local
binary patterns. The copy move forgery in videos is
done by copying few frames and then pasting those
frames at a different position but sequence remains the
same.In this method first the feature set is defined for
each and every frame which usually gives texture and
other related properties of every frame. Each frame is
further divided into small blocks which are overlapped,
than cellular automata is used find rules for every block
the rules shows the change in the intensity of the blocks
than finally the histograms of the blocks are taken as
features to detect the presence of frames which are
duplicated. This method gave accurate detections when
tested with various cases, but the issue is that
sometimes the frames are mistakenly identified as not
copied. This method is also able to find duplicated
frames from the video which have similarities.
In[6] the authors have proposed a technique for
detecting frame duplication in videos using similarity
analysis. This method consist of two stages,In the first
stage the features of each frame are obtained via SVD
(Singular Value Decomposition).Next, the Euclidean
distance is calculated between features of each frame
and the reference frame. After dividing the video
sequence into overlapping sub-sequences, the
similarities between the sub-sequences are calculated,
and then those video sequences with high similarity are
identified as candidate duplications. In the second stage,
the candidate duplications are confirmed through
random block matching,random block matching is used
to confirm these candidate duplications, this method
provided good detection accuracy and efficiency in
performance.
In[7] the authors have presented video forgeries
detection
technique
based
on
the
pixel
estimation,which detects double quantization arising
from the tampered video double compression. The
method uses principles of estimation theory to detect
double quantization. Each pixel of a given frame is
estimated from the spatially collocated pixels of all the
other frames in a Group of Picture (GOP). The error
between the true and estimated value is subjected to a
threshold to identify the double compressed frame or
frames in a GOP. In this from frame each and every
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pixel is estimated in a Group of Picture (GOP),the
difference between the actual pixel and estimated pixel
value is computed and compared against the threshold
to identify the tampered frames in the video.This
technique gave efficient results.
In[8] the authors have worked on inter frame forgery
detection based on Lucas Kanade optical flow
consistency, based upon the fact that the inter frame
forgery that may be frame addition or frame deletion
will effects the optical flow consistency.The first step is
generation of optical flow for the given video,than
based upon the optical flow the frame deletion or
insertion tamperings are detected separately according
to their procedures.The forgery is detected and their
tampering model is identified according to the type of
tampering based upon whether frame deletion or
insertion forgery, if no such tamperings are found in
the video than such videos are termed and considered
as normal .Experiment results have shown that for
frame insertion forgery detection the precision rate is
98% recall rates is 95% but the detection rates for
frame deletion detection are lower when compared
with the frame insertion tampering detection.
In[9] the authors have worked on passive method for
detection of video forgeries using markov models to
the motions in videos.The motion in videos can be
found using prediction error frame,motion vectors and
motion information ,finally the markov model is
applied on the obtained motion outcomes and finally
Support Vector Machine(SVM) is used for pattern
recognition and classification .

In[10] the authors have presented a novel technique for
detection of temporal and spatial copy paste forgery in
digital videos based upon the compression properties
and Histogram of Oriented Gradients(HOG) features,
for spatial forgery detection to set the cell size the
image thresholding mechanism is applied, than the
HOG features are generated for each block that further
leads to generation of individual block descriptors and
matching is carried out ,In temporal forgery detection
based upon the compression properties frames are
taken than the HOG features are extracted for each
block and block descriptors are generated and
compared with the block descriptors of spatial blocks
and checked whether they match or not.The
experimental results shows that this method gave good
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results in detection of temporal tamperings in videos
and also have better performance when compared to
other copy paste forgery detection techniques.
In[11] the authors have introduced a blind video
tampering detection based on the source features
fusion.The forgeries are detected from various frames it
starts with the extraction of quantization residue and
noise features in inter and intra frame blocks and than
these are transformed to the cross-modal subspace next
the correlation properties are extracted from this and
checked whether the tamperings exist or not.
Retouching ,double compression and re-sampling
operations usually alter the correlation properties of the
pixel sub blocks between the frames and as well as
within the frames which indicates the difference
between the forged or unforged video,the accuracy rate
of this method is 92% for the mul timodal residue
features fusion which are transformed to cross modal
subspace.
In[12] the authors have worked on the technique for the
detection of video forgeries by detecting MotionCompensated Edge Artifact,it is based on the fact that
frame deletion from MPEG video sequences effects the
temporal correlation by decreasing it and further leads
to larger motion compensated error ,the deletion of
frame effects the Motion compensated edge artifact
(MCEA) value which is calculated by using defined
method and procedure, the vibrancy of before and after
frame deletion is measured as impact factor ,and the
impact factor varies significantly if several frames are
deleted from the video sequence and based upon this
the video is marked as tampered or authentic.But the
limitation of this method is that the impact factor does
not work for the videos with low motions.
In[13] the authors have worked on the detection of
tamperings in videos based on noise characteristics.In
this method the photon shot noise from the video is
considered for detecting the tamperings,from the
observed intensity the variance is computed and the
variance is closely related to its means than by relating
the mean and variance the Noise level Function is
formulated which is the clue for detecting forgeries in
digital videos by using temporal averaging the noise
characteristic for each pixel is calculated and leads to
the authenticity for every pixel and provides accuracy.
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In[14] the authors have presented a method for
detecting forgeries in videos by using correlation of
noise residues.In this method first the original frame is
substracted from its noise free version the result
obtained is the noise residue for each frame ,wavelet
denoising filter is used for finding the noise free
version .In the next step each frame is divided into non
overalapping blocks of size NN,from two consecutive
frames the correlation noise residue is calculated and in
last step the forged blocks are identified by analysing
and going through the block level correlation
properties.The GMM model and bayesian classifier are
used for classification purpose ,The experimental
results shows that this method provides accurate and
good detection results.

In [15] the authors have introduced a forgery detection
methods for deinterlaced and interlaced videos ,for
deinterlaced videos the correlations are measured
which are generated by the camera or by deinterlacing
algorithm and by using this it can be shown that if the
video is tampered than it effects and disturbs the
correlation, For interlaced videos the motion of fields
of the frame and its neighbouring frame is computed
using the defined method and procedure and it should
be same and equal ,these motions are measured and if
tamperings are present in video than it effects and
changes this relationship ,based upon this the video can
be marked as forged,if motions remain same than the
video is marked as not tampered and is normal.
In[16] the authors have presented video cut detection
technique using frequency domain correlation.In this
method by using spatial decomposition the video frame
is divide into 32x32 size of blocks ,normalized
correlation in frequency domain is carried out between
the blocks and the overall correlation coefficient for
every individual frame is found based on accepting the
similar blocks and by not accepting the dissimilar
blocks.Three different methods are used to compare
the performance those are likelihood ratio, color
histogram comparison and
displaced frame
differencing.This method does not consumes more time
and when compared this method gave good results by
providing reliability.
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III.CONCLUSION
The digital video forensics is one of the most important
and growing research field in recent years.There are
various techniques available for the detection of video
forgeries based upon passive approach and few of them
are discussed above.Every technique has its own
advantages and limitations as some methods can detect
simple modifications in digital videos instead of the
complex heterogeneity resulting from multimedia or
detecting the tamperings in the hidden content of
digital video. On the other hand few methods can
detect complex forgeries but they have few constraints
and limitations such as detection of only spatial
tampering or conventional temporal copy paste
tampering but not complex temporal copy paste
tamperings from the videos, and also some of the
techniques are time consuming and are not cost
effective.so,there is a need to develop video forgery
detection techniques which are economically feasible,
fast and robust.Also there is a demand from many areas
such as judicial forensics,information security etc to
develop robust and standard techniques for detection of
wide variety of tamperings in digital videos to
overcome the challenges related to passive video
forgery detection.
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